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Ethanol manufacturing is an important and growing sector in the biofuels
marketplace. At ethanol plants, the control of volatile organic compound containing
emissions from fermentation tanks and distillers dried grains with solubles driers is
accomplished through the use of air scrubbers and regenerative thermal oxidizers. The
operation of these control units imposes substantial operating costs for the ethanol plant.
Biotrickling filters have the ability to replace scrubbers and regenerative thermal
oxidizers resulting in significant economic and environmental benefits. Two biotrickling
filters were operated in parallel under acetaldehyde loadings ranging from 4 to 136 g m-3
hr-1. To examine the effect of temperature on the effectiveness of treatment, one of the
biotrickling filters was operated at room temperature while the other one was heated to
60°C – the expected exit temperature of drier emissions. The unheated biotrickling filter
reached an elimination capacity (EC) of 112 g m-3 hr-1 at a removal efficiency of 83.2%
and 31-seconds empty bed residence time. A removal efficiency of 100% was maintained
up to a loading rate of 45.28 g m-3 hr-1. The heated biotrickling filter reached an
elimination capacity of 27.6 g m-3 hr-1 at a loading rate of 38.4 g m-3 hr-1. While high
removal was achieved at low loading rates, removal suffered significantly at higher
influent concentrations. Performance of the heated biotrickling filter was improved by

reseeding with cooking compost resulting in increased thermophilic bacterial population.
The main biodegradation byproduct formed was acetic acid with traces of formic acid.
Mathematical modelling was used to successfully describe acetaldehyde concentration
profiles.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of Ethanol Manufacturing

The demand for renewable fuel in the United States is large and expected to increase. The
Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 mandates a production of 36 billion
gallons of biofuel by the year 2022 (United States Congress, 2007). Ethanol is the most
produced biofuel in the United States with over 16 billion gallons produced in the year
2018 (Buckner, 2018). While the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (United
States Congress, 2007) directs that 16 out of the 36 billion gallons must be derived from
cellulosic feedstocks, corn is still the leading feedstock for ethanol production. Ethanol
may be produced by either a wet milling or a dry milling process. In wet milling, the
components of the corn kernel are separated, and each is converted into a different end
product (corn oil, corn syrup, corn starch, feed products) with a portion of the starches
converted to ethanol. In dry milling, the starches are converted to ethanol in the presence
of the other kernel components, which are separated afterward. Dry milling is the
predominant manufacturing process used today and is usually preferred over wet milling
due to its lower capital investment and relative simplicity. This thesis will therefore only
consider the dry milling process.

For the purposes of this thesis, a brief explanation of the dry milling corn to ethanol
process is presented. The explanation follows the process steps illustrated in Figure 1.1.
First, corn kernels which have undergone liquefaction and saccharification are fermented
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Figure 1.1: Process flow of a typical corn to ethanol dry milling process. Gaseous
streams are distinguished by dashed lines.
with water and enzymes. The fermentation reactions produce an equimolar amount of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and ethanol. This fermented mixture is distilled yielding a 190proof ethyl alcohol distillate which is dried using molecular sieves to produce 200-proof
fuel grade ethanol. The bottoms product generated at the distillation column, called whole
stillage, is a wet mixture containing the solid components of the kernel which were not
transformed during fermentation. Whole stillage has a moisture content of approximately
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87% (Yang and Rosentrater, 2015). The whole stillage is centrifuged producing two
streams: thin stillage and wet distillers’ grains. Thin stillage has a moisture content of
approximately 92% (Yang and Rosentrater, 2015) and can be evaporated to produce a
syrup (the solubles) which is added back to the wet distillers grains. In turn, the wet
distillers’ grains are dried in a rotary drum drier to create an end-product called dried
distillers’ grains with solubles or DDGS. DDGS is a major component to the economic
viability of ethanol manufacturing and is sold as a high protein additive for livestock and
poultry feed. For every bushel of corn fed to a dry milling process, approximately 2.85
gallons of fuel ethanol and 18.2 pounds of DDGS are produced (McAloon et al. 2000).

1.2 Traditional Air Pollution Control Strategies

Several volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are vented from the process units of ethanol
production facilities including ethanol, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, methanol, acrolein,
and acetic acid (Brady and Pratt, 2012). The United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) maintains a list of 187 VOCs deemed harmful to human health or the
environment and requiring specific emission controls (USEPA, 2017a). The compounds
on this list are known as hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Of the major VOCs emitted
during ethanol manufacturing, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, acrolein, and methanol are
classified as HAPs. The USEPA limits the emissions for an entire ethanol plant to 10 tons
per year (tpy) for each individual HAP and to 25 tpy for total HAPs to maintain an area
source status. Any source emitting more than the area source threshold is considered a
major source and is subject to more stringent regulations such as National Emission
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Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and Miscellaneous Organic National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (MONs). The majority of ethanol
producers prefer to maintain the area source status to avoid the extra cost introduced by
the added regulations.

The best available control technologies (BACT) identified by the USEPA for the control
of such emissions are scrubbers and regenerative thermal oxidizers (USEPA 2016).
Scrubbers operate by providing a large contact surface area between the VOC laden
gasses and water. The scrubber is a packed bed operated in counterflow of liquid and
gaseous phases. Soluble contaminants in the vapor phase are transferred to the aqueous
phase resulting in a cleaner air stream. Scrubbers require a significant amount of water to
operate effectively. Correspondence with a specific ethanol plant representative (Ledlie,
A. 2018) indicated that 10-15% of total plant water usage may be accounted for by
scrubber operation. For a 100 MMgal/yr. plant, approximately 385 million gallons of
water will be used annually for scrubbers alone. Additionally, sodium bisulfite is added
to some scrubbers to increase the aqueous stability of aldehydes (acetaldehyde,
formaldehyde and acrolein) by formation of bisulfite adducts.

Regenerative thermal oxidation (RTO) is used to combust the contaminants in VOC
laden gas streams and to recover heat from the exhaust gasses. In RTO units, the VOC
laden gasses enter a combustion chamber in which natural gas is constantly burned. The
inlet and outlet regions of the combustion chamber each contain a bed of material with
high heat capacity, such as ceramic tiles. The RTO exhaust gasses (after combustion)
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heat the ceramic material in the outlet region. Eventually, flow direction is reversed at
which point the hot ceramic material in the once outlet region is used to preheat the
incoming gasses and the cooler tiles in the once inlet region accept heat from the
combustion products. RTO requires a significant amount of natural gas for operation. An
ethanol plant producing 55 million gallons of denatured ethanol annually will size its
RTO for approximately 18 MMBtu/hr. (Nester, 2007) and will burn approximately 155
million standard cubic feet (SCF) of natural gas each year. Using a conservative price of
$4.00 per 1,000 SCF of natural gas, over $600,000 per year will be spent on RTO
operation alone (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2019).

The unit operations in ethanol production most responsible for HAP emissions are
fermenters and DDGS driers. The emissions from fermenters are characterized by a lack
of oxygen as well as high concentrations of CO2 and ethanol. DDGS drier emissions
contain much lower total VOC, have high temperature, and are produced at a higher rate
than fermenter emissions. Gasses measured immediately post drier will have a
temperature of 100-140 °C, however after passing through a cyclone or other particulate
matter (PM) control device, the temperature will be reduced to at most 60°C.

While emissions data upstream of control devices are rare, one such test was performed
at the Pacific Ethanol East Plant in Aurora, NE in 2006. The results of this test are
presented in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Characteristics of gaseous HAP streams at Pacific Ethanol
East Plant. Tests performed in 2006.
Pre-Fermenter CO2 Scrubber Dryer RTO
Scrubber
Stack Volumetric
1,144
1,390
60,074
Flowrate, ASFM
VOC, ppmv
5,397
7,565
305.4
Ethanol, ppmv
11,548
15,321
Acetaldehyde, ppmv
35.7
25.2
It is beneficial for fermenter off-gasses to be controlled by a scrubber due to the high
concentration of ethanol. Unlike RTOs, scrubbers do not destroy the ethanol vapors;
these vapors are recovered and sent in liquid form to the distillation unit. DDGS drier
emissions are usually controlled by RTO since they are already generated at elevated
temperature.

1.3 Opportunities for Biological Air Pollution Control

To avoid wastewater treatment costs, most plants take pains to minimize process water
discharge, with some plants operating entirely under a ‘zero water waste’ model. To
minimize fresh water inputs to the liquefaction process, a portion of the thin stillage, as
well as the condensed vapors from thin stillage evaporation, are often recycled as process
water (refer again to Figure 1.1). An additional motivation for this recycling process is to
increase the ethanol yield.

The water fed to the scrubbers may be fresh water or water recycled from a process not
shown in the figure (such as boiler blowdown). The scrubber bottom water also becomes
process water and is usually added to the beer column feed. This requires that the
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scrubber water undergo a plethora of separation processes (distillation, centrifugation,
evaporation, and drying) only for much of it to be recycled once again. If the cost of
water separation becomes prohibitive, some ethanol manufacturers may be forced to sell
DDGS with a high moisture content, increasing the cost of transportation to feed yards.
Consequently, any opportunity to reduce the amount of water requiring recycling would
be economical for ethanol producers.

Given the high operating cost of CO2 scrubbers and RTOs, significant cost savings would
result from a less demanding emission control strategy. In this regard, biological
treatment is an appealing alternative. Specifically, biotrickling filters (BTFs) can be used
to effectively degrade many dilute VOCs with only a fraction of the water input needed
by scrubbers. In fact, the water requirement could be reduced by as much as 90%. BTFs
operate as scrubbers in which the bed packing doubles as a biological support media
allowing biodegradation of contaminants to occur in the aqueous phase. BTF operating
conditions are chosen to encourage biofilm development. A gentle “trickling” liquid flow
ensures that sheering of biomass from the support media is avoided. Additionally, the
trickling liquid must contain minerals, vitamins, and other trace nutrients necessary for
microorganism growth. In practice, wastewater produced at the plant could be used as the
trickling liquid.

Unlike traditional scrubbers, it is not always advantageous to operate BTFs in counter
current flow. For the biofiltration of highly soluble VOCs, rapid dissolution will occur
upon contact with the trickling liquid. For BTFs operated in counter flow, the VOCs
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would then be immediately flushed back out of the bed with the trickling liquid. In cocurrent flow, the rapidly dissolving VOC will instead travel through the media.

Common obstacles facing BTF use include hydrophobic or insoluble VOCs, variable
loading conditions, and periods of no loading. Fortunately, these obstacles are not present
in ethanol plant emissions. Short chain aldehydes and alcohols are typically soluble.
Moreover, ethanol plants operate continuously with only a few scheduled maintenance
events each year. Table 1.2 summarizes comparative advantages and disadvantages for
control technologies presented.

An additional obstacle that should be considered is that of elevated gas temperature. Few
studies have addressed thermophilic biodegradation of VOCs; consequently, the ability of
a BTF to effectively treat DDGS drier emissions is uncertain. The composition of
fermenter emissions also poses a challenge for BTF use, specifically the high
concentration of ethanol and the lack of oxygen. A large concentration of VOC will cause
excess biomass growth resulting in high pressure drop and flow path channeling.
Furthermore, if a single VOC is significantly more concentrated than the other
components of a gas mixture, the microorganisms responsible for its degradation may
outcompete strains able to degrade the dilute components. Finally, it is not advantageous
for an ethanol producer to biodegrade a concentrated stream of ethanol fumes when these
fumes could instead be recovered and sold for profit.
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Table 1.2: Comparative advantages and disadvantages of VOC control technologies
Advantages
Disadvantages
• Large amount of water required
for operation
• Quick startup
• Addition of caustic chemicals
Scrubber
used for aldehyde removal
• Simple to operate
• Only effective for water soluble
species
Regenerative • Quick startup
• Excess natural gas inflates cost
Thermal
• Is not selective based on
and carbon footprint
Oxidizer
solubility or biodegradability
• Longer startup procedure
• Changes in loading conditions
• Low water requirement
may negatively affect
Biotrickling • No natural gas required
performance
Filter
• More effective for water soluble
• High removal efficiency
species
attainable
• Not proven effective for hot
gasses
Fortunately, some strategies exist to adapt the use of BTFs to these challenges. One
alternative is to simply use a smaller scrubber without chemical addition upstream of the
BTF to recover ethanol and reduce is gaseous concentration to an acceptable value. Since
removal of aldehydes is not expected in this scrubber, no sodium bisulfite would be
required. Another alternative is to mix the fermenter and DDGS drier streams together.
This would add oxygen to the fermenter stream, dilute the ethanol vapors by
approximately 1:45, and partially cool the drier emissions. Additional cooling could be
accomplished by any number of conventional methods.

1.4 Goals and Objectives

The goal of this work is to demonstrate that acetaldehyde can be adequately degraded in a
biotrickling filter at concentrations typical of ethanol plant air emissions and in an
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acceptably short empty bed residence time. Specific objectives include identification of a
maximum elimination capacity, identification of soluble byproducts, and prevention of
bed acidification.

1.5 Organization of Thesis

The first chapter of this thesis is the introduction. Its goals are to position this work in the
context of the ethanol industry, introduce the properties of the air emissions released at
ethanol plants, explain the current pollution control practices being used by ethanol
producers. It also aims to describe the challenges caused by these control practices and
the potential benefits poised by biotrickling filters. Chapter 2 is the literature review. Its
goals are to introduce the physical properties of formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
including their impact on human health, and to review the literature surrounding their
biodegradation in biotrickling filters. Chapter 3 is a manuscript soon to be submitted. It
details the methods and results of a study examining the biodegradation of acetaldehyde
under mesophilic and thermophilic conditions. The fourth chapter presents a summary of
a methodology developed in lab to produce a continuous and controllable stream of
formaldehyde fumes. These methods will be used in a later study that parallels the
manuscript in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 is the conclusion. For a visual representation of this
thesis’s organization, consult Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Organization of thesis
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter discusses the physical and chemical properties of aldehydes including their
human health impacts. It reviews the available literature regarding biodegradation ability
of acetaldehyde and formaldehyde, focusing on aspects not discussed in the third chapter.
Finally, it reviews the effectiveness of biotrickling filters operated in the thermophilic
range to degrade VOCs and other pollutants, including non-aldehydes.

2.1 Physical and chemical properties of aldehydes

Formaldehyde (CH2O) and acetaldehyde (C2H4O) are the one and two carbon aldehydes,
respectively. Their physical and chemical properties are listed in Table 2.1 (Chen, 2009;
Fischer Scientific, 2008; USEPA, 2017b). Both are miscible in water and highly volatile.
The USEPA Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) lists formaldehyde as a probable
human carcinogens with a level B1 weight of evidence classification (USEPA, 2017b)
based on sufficient evidence in animals and limited evidence in humans. Recently, the
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has updated its assessment,
concluding that there is “sufficient evidence in humans for the carcinogenicity of
formaldehyde” (IARC, 2011).

Acetaldehyde is given level B2 classification and also labeled a probable human
carcinogen. For both compounds, increased incidence of nasal cancers in rats has been
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Table 2.1: Physical properties of formaldehyde and acetaldehyde
Formaldehyde Acetaldehyde
Molar Mass (g/mol)
30.03
44.04
Density (g/mL)
0.815
0.788
Boiling Point (°C)
-19
21
Vapor Pressure at 20 °C (mmHg)
3284
740
Solubility in Water
Miscible
Miscible
Henry’s Law Constant (atm m3/mol)a
3.4×10-4
8.8×10-2
Odor Threshold (ppmv)
0.05
0.83
a
(Chen, 2009)
linked to inhalation exposure (USEPA, 2017b). Data for the assessment of acrolein as a
possible human carcinogen are inadequate. All three compounds possess a pungent smell.
Exposure to concentrated fumes can feel suffocating and will cause eye irritation.

2.2 Biodegradation of relevant VOCs and VOC mixtures

The literature review will encompass studies in which a biotrickling filter or a traditional
biofilter were used to biodegrade acetaldehyde or formaldehyde. Also considered are
studies in which any VOC or mixture of VOCs is degraded in a biofilter operated under
thermophilic conditions. A summary of significant information from the literature review
has been prepared and is shown in Table 2.2. Important terminology used in this review
includes the loading rate (LR), elimination capacity (EC), and empty bed residence time
(EBRT). The loading rate and elimination capacity have units of grams acetaldehyde per
cubic meter of bed volume per hour. The loading rate describes the rate at which
acetaldehyde enters the BTF bed and the elimination capacity describes the rate at which
it is biodegraded under the experimental conditions. The empty bed residence time is
defined as the ratio of the total bed volume (not void volume) to the air flow rate.

Compound(s)

Acetaldehyde
Formaldehyde
Methanol

Formaldehyde

Formaldehyde

Formaldehyde

Ethanol
Trimethylamine

Authors

(Chen et al.,
2010)

(Prado et al.,
2004)

(Talaiekhozani
et al., 2016)

(Rezaei et al.,
2015)

(Teh and
Mahmood,
2013)

(Cox et al.,
2001)

(Wei et al.,
2015)
25.8

57

76.6

180

NA

91.1

20

EBRT
(sec)

163

1”
polypropylene
pall rings

140

276.0

Vermicompost
growing one
golden pothos
plant

Ceramsite

5.4

NA

Polyurethane
Pipe (1 cm
length, 0.5 cm
diameter)
Woodchips
and Compost

29.5
0.2

49.3
4.2

Lava Rock

140

140

276.0

4.0

NA

28

Max LR
(g m-3 hr-1)
35

Celite ®

Media

EC at max
LR
(g m-3 hr-1)

457

2091

2.16

206

NA

NA

49

Influent
Concentration at
Max LR
(ppmv)

Table 2.2: Summary of biodegradation studies in literature

Bed operated at 56 °C

Bed operated at 53 °C

Each concentration
phase lasted only 4
days

Very low maximum
loading rate

Some relevant
information not
reported

Comments
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a

except where noted otherwise

(Ryu et al.,
2009)
H2S

Sludge drying
exhaust: SO2, NH3,
BTEX, DCM, and
t

MTBE

(Moussavi et
al., 2009)

(Yang et al.,
2018)

Toluene

Isobutyraldehyde
2-pentanone

Methanol
α-Pinene

Compounds

(Wang et al.,
2012)

(Luvsanjamba
et al., 2007)

(Kong et al.,
2001)

Authors

72

NA

60

NA

60

60

EBRT
(s)

320

670

Granular
activated
carbon
Animal manure
and pumice
(50:50 vol%)

Polyurethane
foam cubes

60

NA

NAs

High-density
polyethylene
KMB rings

Polyurethane
foam cubes

120
90

Max LR
(g m-3 hr-1)

NOR-PAC
Wood chips

Media

640

150

139
63

118
75

E.C. at max
L.R.
(g m-3 hr-1)

57

3.01 (VOCs)
1.83 (NH3)
5.13 (SO2)

Table 2.2 continued

950

111.67 mg/L
52.45 mg/L
122 mg/L

NA

NA

NA

1600
540

Concentration
at max L.R.
(ppmva)

Bed operated at 60 °C

Bed operated at 50-60 °C.
90% of VOCs, NH3 and SO2
were removed.

Bed operated at 52 °C

Bed operated at 55 °C

Bed operated at 52 °C
Listed ECs are individual, not
for a mixture

Beds operated at 55 °C

Comments
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Studies focused on the individual biodegradation of acetaldehyde are rare in the
literature. One study that considered this scenario (Chen et al., 2010) found that in a
Celite® packed column, acetaldehyde was removed completely up to a loading rate of 20
g m-3 hr-1 after two days of continuous operation and at an empty bed residence time of 20
seconds. A similar removal efficiency was observed after 174 days of operation and at an
EBRT of five seconds. The same study also investigated the individual biodegradation of
formaldehyde. It was discovered that formaldehyde was removed completely at a loading
rate of 15 g m-3 hr-1, an EBRT of 10 s, and after 60 continuous days of operation.
Biofiltration of acetaldehyde and formaldehyde in a mixture of gasses including ethanol
and acetic acid showed over 90% removal of total VOCs, although prolonged operation
resulted in pH decline. An upstream scrubber operating above pH 7 to remove acetic acid
was found to resolve this problem.

Formaldehyde has also been studied individually at ambient temperature (Talaiekhozani
et al. 2016). The authors discovered that formaldehyde could be removed with an
efficiency of 95% at an EBRT of 10 seconds. Although the loading rate was not reported,
the gas flow rate was reported at 25.2 liters per minute. Another study reported only 91%
removal at an elimination capacity (EC) of 0.36 g m-3 hr-1 and 72% removal at an
elimination capacity of 3.98 g m-3 hr-1 (Rezaei et al., 2015). A bed of compost and
woodchips was used with an EBRT of 180 seconds for both results.

Formaldehyde and methanol are often studied in mixtures due to their structural
similarity and because commercially available formaldehyde (formalin) contains
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methanol as a stabilizing agent. Prado and colleagues (Prado et al., 2004) studied this
mixture in a biotrickling filter packed with lava rock using a formaldehyde to methanol
mass loading ratio of 11.7:1. A maximum EC of 29.5 g m-3 hr-1 at a LR of 49.3 g m-3 hr-1
was reported for formaldehyde.

Studies involving the thermophilic degradation of VOCs are rare. A study that
investigated the removal of methanol and α-pinene at elevated temperatures found that
methanol removal over 100 g m-3 hr-1 was possible at 70 °C and that an α-pinene removal
of 60 g m-3 hr-1 was possible at 55 °C (Kong et al., 2001). A second study found that
ethanol vapors could be removed in excess of 220 g m-3 hr-1 at 53 °C and a contact time
of 57 seconds (Cox et al., 2001). In the same study, ethanol was removed from a BTF
operated at 22 °C with equal effectiveness.

Trimethylamine was biodegraded under thermophilic conditions with an elimination
capacity of 140 g m-3 hr-1 (Wei et al., 2015). The biotrickling filter was operated
continuously for 116 days and achieved complete removal. After a 30-day idle period
with liquid but no gas flow, the filter attained its previous removal within four days of
startup.

The biodegradation of a mixture of isobutyraldehyde and 2-pentanone has also been
investigated under thermophilic conditions (Luvsanjamba et al., 2007). A maximum EC
of 97 and 139 g m-3 hr-1 was observed for isobutyraldehyde at 25 °C and 52 °C,
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respectively. For 2-pentanone, the respective maximum ECs at these temperatures were
53 and 63 g m-3 hr-1.
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CHAPTER 3 : BIOFILTRATION OF ACETALDEHYDE

3.1 Introduction

In 2015, the ethanol industry in the US hit a production milestone of 1 million barrel per
day. Ethanol is the major type of biofuel produced and its production is expected to
continue to increase (Renewable Fuels Association, 2016). However, hazardous air
pollutants (HAPs) such as acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and acrolein are emitted from
Distilled Dry Grain Solubles (DDGS) dryers, fermentation tanks and distillation columns
during production (Brady and Pratt, 2012). Acetaldehyde is considered the major HAP of
concern. Federal regulations limit HAP emissions to 10 tons per year of any individual
HAP and 25 tons per year for total HAPs for an ethanol plant to be classified as an ‘Area
Source’ (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2016). Air pollution control equipment
are essential to keep the facility in compliance. The EPA has identified CO2 scrubbing
and regenerative thermal oxidation (RTO) as the Best Available Control Technologies
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2016). RTOs and scrubbers are usually used to
control the dryers and fermentation, respectively. Both technologies are utility intensive
and require large water and energy inputs. At an average ethanol plant producing
annually 55 million gallons of denatured ethanol and 164,491 tons of DDGS, the RTO
will be sized at about 18 MMBtu/hr. burning natural gas at about 155 MMSCF/yr.

An appealing alternative for the treatment of dilute HAPs is biofiltration (Delhoménie
and Heitz, 2005). Traditional biofilters were evaluated for the removal of HAPs
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generated at an ethanol plant with limited success (Chen et al., 2010). Acetaldehyde and
formaldehyde fumes were individually biodegraded in 10 a second empty bed resident
time (EBRT). However, long-term treatment lead to pH decline and deteriorating
performance. In another study, acetaldehyde was successfully degraded in a mixture of
toluene and ethanol in a two-stage biofilter and 95% removal was maintained at 15 s
EBRT (Jeong et al., 2006). Ethanol and acetaldehyde had removal yields over 97% at an
elimination capacity (EC) of 14.67 g m-3 hr-1 at 100 ppmv and 92-98% (EC 10.3 g m-3 hr1

) at 70 ppmv, respectively (Jeong et al., 2006). A study on the biofiltration of a mixture

of HAPs found that acetaldehyde had more biodegradation potential than ethanol (Fang,
2002).

A bio-trickling filter (BTF), where the pH could be controlled, was never evaluated for
these emissions. The BTF is a packed-bed with bacteria growing on the media supplied
intermittently by trickling nutrient liquid that could be buffered, contrary to the biofilter
where acidification and media compaction is a problem (Crocker and Schnelle, 1998;
Delhoménie and Heitz, 2005). In an ethanol plant, the onsite wastewater can be used as a
trickling liquid since it includes all the required nutrients. The BTF has major advantages
over scrubbers used to control the fermentation process such as reduction of water
volume required for operation to about 5% and no additional chemical utilization
(Gabriel and Deshusses, 2003). Additionally, the BTF is a single step treatment, while
scrubbers transfer the contaminants to the liquid phase. Moreover, significant cost
savings are observed in comparison to an RTO controlling dryers, since no natural gas is
required for operation.
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A key challenge facing biofiltration is inconsistent loadings; changes in flow rate or
concentration adversely affect removal as micro-organisms are unable to quickly adapt
(Aly Hassan and Sorial, 2011). Shutdown periods in which no loading is supplied to a
BTF may cause deterioration of the biofilm resulting in poor performance during startup.
Hydrophobic compounds are not well suited to degradation in a biofilter (Arriaga and
Revah, 2005). These challenges are not present at ethanol plants; therefore, BTF
technology is an attractive alternative. Acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and ethanol which
are the typical compounds are all soluble. They are produced continuously since ethanol
plants usually perform only one scheduled maintenance per year.

DDGS dryers generate a hot air stream that is usually between 100-140 °C. After sending
the stream through a baghouse or cyclones for particulate control, the stream is cooled
down to about 60 °C (Chen et al., 2010). Thermophilic bacterial growth is not usually
encountered in a BTF. A comparison of thermophilic and mesophilic BTFs have shown
that thermophilic treatment might be sometimes favorable; toluene was removed up to
90% at loading rates below 100 g m-3 hr-1 (Wang et al., 2012), H2S was removed up to
950 ppmv at 1.2 minutes residence time (Ryu et al., 2009), and MTBE was removed up
to 99% at 330 g m-3 hr-1 (Moussavi et al., 2009). Sludge drying exhaust was treated with
over 90% for VOCs, NH3, and SO2 (Yang et al., 2018).

Since acetaldehyde removal was never studied in a pH-controlled BTF, the experimental
plan was designed to evaluate the long-term performance of two independent BTFs
removing acetaldehyde fumes operating at mesophilic and thermophilic conditions. BTF
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‘A’ is operated at room temperature (21-22°C) and BTF ‘B’ is operated at 60 °C to
simulate both emissions streams generated at ethanol plants. Several strategies were
investigated to improve the performance including an increase of the liquid flowrate and
utilization of different bacterial seeds. The study examines the removal efficiency under
increasing loading rates with an emphasis on carbon balance closure and formation of
byproducts.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Experimental Apparatus

Figure 3.1 shows a full schematic of the experimental apparatus. The BTF media
consisting of (0.3” - 0.5”) pellets of diatomaceous earth (Celite 6 mm R-635 Bio-Catalyst
Carrier; Celite Corp., Lompoc, CA), was housed in a three-inch internal diameter glass
column. The media has a mean pore diameter of 20 µm, BET surface area of 0.27 m2/g,
and a bed density of 513 kg/m3. It consists mainly of SiO2 with a significant fraction of
Al2O3. The beds were seeded with microorganisms. To do so, each bed was submerged
overnight in return activated sludge obtained from the local wastewater treatment plant.
Two g/L of glucose was added to the sludge beforehand. The columns extend for 3’
above the top of the packing material, where the acetaldehyde laden air was introduced at
the top to allow uniform mixing. Each BTF is equipped with sampling ports located at
packed
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of Experimental Apparatus

depths of 3, 13, 23, 33, and 36 inches. All connections are airtight. BTF ‘B’ is heated by a
heat-tape wrapped around the packed length of the column. Approximately half of the
surface area of the column is covered by the heat-tape. A thermocouple placed through
the fifth sampling port allows for temperature control.

House air is filtered through a Parker Filtration 2000 series compressed air and Balston
sterile air filter followed by a Parker compressed air gas water separator. Following
filtration, the air stream is split, and flowrate is regulated to 8 L/min (for a corresponding
EBRT of 32 seconds) by two Aalborg mass flow controllers (Orangeburg, New York).
Liquid acetaldehyde with 99.5% purity obtained from Acros Organics (Pittsburgh, PA) is
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infused into the air stream through a septum housed in a stainless-steel tee union. A
Harvard Apparatus Pump 11 Elite syringe pump (Holliston, MA) and Hamilton Gastight
syringes (Reno, NV) were used to regulate the infusion. Applicable physical properties
for acetaldehyde are presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Physical Properties of Acetaldehyde
Molar Mass (g/mol)
44.05
Density (g/mL)
0.788
Boiling Point (°C)
20.2
Vapor Pressure at 20 °C (mmHg)
740
Solubility in Water
Miscible
Henry’s Law Constant (atm m3/mol)
8.8×10-2
Odor Threshold (ppmv)
0.83
Nutrient/Buffer solution is pumped via a Cole Parmer cavity style pump head equipped
with a variable speed pump (Vernon Hills, IL) and controlled by a timer. The nutrient
solution, which is used for a once-through flow and was not recycled, consists of
essential inorganic salts and vitamins necessary to grow micro-organisms. Composition
of the nutrient solution is similar to that reported elsewhere (Sorial et al., 1997) and
constituents are provided in the supplemental materials (Table B1). A fresh five-gallon
batch of nutrient solution is prepared every five days. The pipe delivering solution to
each BTF is terminated by a pressure valve and a misting nozzle. The effluent gas,
exiting the BTF at any of the sampling ports, can be directed towards either an Agilent
Technologies 490 Micro Gas Chromatograph (GC) with a thermal conductivity detector
or an Agilent GC/MS instrument (Santa Clara, CA).
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3.2.2 Analytical Methods

Acetaldehyde was measured using an Agilent 7820A GC system with a Mass
Spectrometry (MS) detector and 30 m, 0.25 mm I.D. HP-5MS column. The GC was
operated in ‘Splitless mode’ with an inlet temperature of 250 °C and an isothermal oven
temperature of 30 °C. The carrier gas was helium at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The
injection valve was maintained at 80 °C and contained a 0.25 mL loop. A retention time
of 1.46 min. for acetaldehyde was obtained under these conditions. The detection limit
was 0.5 ppmv. All acetaldehyde measurements were collected with six replicates.

Additional gas species, including CO2, O2, and N2 were measured using a 490 μ-GC
equipped with a thermal conductivity detector and a two-channel module. One channel
used to measure O2 and N2 contained a 10 m MS5A heated injector maintained at 60 °C
with a channel temperature of 75°C. The other channel, used to measure CO2, contained a
4m PPQ module with an injector temperature of 50 °C and a column temperature of 55
°C. For both channels, the sample inline temperature was 35 °C and the injection pump
run time was 5 sec.

Analysis of the liquid effluent included volatile suspended solids (VSS), chemical oxygen
demand (COD), nitrate, and pH. VSS was determined using Methods 2540 D and 2540 E
in Standard Methods (APHA, 2005), COD was determined using Hach (Loveland,
Colorado) 820 vials. All measurements performed on the liquid effluent were collected in
triplicate. Nitrate concentration was determined using a Dionex IonPac™ (Pittsburgh,
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PA) AS22 ion chromatography instrument equipped with an analytical 4 x 250 mm
column and a suppressed conductivity detector. The eluent used was 4.5 mM Na2CO3 and
1.4 mM NaHCO3 with a flow rate of 1.2 mL/min. Temperature was 30 °C, applied
current was 31 mA, injector volume was 10μL and the storage solution was 100 mM
NaHCO3. Nitrate retention time was 6.93 min. under these conditions.
3.3 Results and Discussion

Each BTF was operated at constant influent concentration, which was increased in a stepwise manner to form a total of six consecutive phases. A starting concentration of 20
ppmv was chosen as this is a typical representation of ethanol plant emissions. It was
decided not to pursue additional phases after the 600 ppmv influent concentration, since
600 ppmv is one order of magnitude higher than expected plant emissions. Moreover, it is
challenging to generate such concentrated fumes with high accuracy. The influent
concentration, loading rate and corresponding average elimination capacity are shown in
Table 3.2 for each BTF. The duration mentioned in Table 3.2 represents stable operation
after a brief acclimation period. Acclimation periods were observed only during Phases I
and II and were 5 and 3 days, respectively.
Table 3.2: Different phase of operation including duration, influent concentration, loading rate,
elimination capacity, and removal efficiency for both BTFs (‘A’ – 21°C and ‘B’ – 60°C). Error
ranges represent one standard deviation.
Phase
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Duration
(days)

Influent
Concentration
(ppmv)

18
21
18
28
42
23

20
40
100
200
400
600

Target
Loading
Rate

(g m-3 hr-1)
4.2
8.4
22.6
45.3
90.6
136.0

Average Elimination
Capacity
(g m-3 hr-1)
BTF ‘A’
BTF ‘B’
4.2±1.00
4.2±1.20
8.4±2.84
8.4±3.00
20.0±5.2
15.1±5.2
38.4±11.2 20.3±17.6
74.4±26.0 25.6±24.8
82.86±15.2 2.68±16.4

Average Removal
Efficiency (%)
BTF ‘A’
100±0.0
100±0.0
100±0.0
99.8±0.3
90.8±13.8
83.2±12.5

BTF ‘B’
96.2±10.4
84.9±17.8
58.4±16.8
60.8±29.5
19.4±23.2
9.3±15.2
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Starting from Phase III stagnation, a biomass control technique, was applied. During
stagnation, gaseous and liquid inputs to the BTFs were halted. Variability in the
measured influent concentration was observed in each BTF, starting at Phase IV. This is
explained by the high vapor pressure of acetaldehyde which results in rapid volatilization
affecting high syringe pump flow rates. While target influent concentrations are presented
in Table 3.2, actual measured concentrations in ppmv at phases IV, V, and VI, were
170±49.3, 361±117, and 417±77 for BTF ‘A’ and 168±66.2, 330±128, and 352±112 for
BTF ‘B’, respectively. During Phase IV, plastic syringes were initially used to inject
acetaldehyde. After coloration of the syringes was noted, it was suspected that a reaction
between acetaldehyde and the syringe material causes this variation in the influent
concentration. Hamilton glass syringes were used to inject acetaldehyde for an additional
week. No differences were observed in the influent concentration. The standard deviation
amplified as the concentration increased. There was no significant difference between A
and B although they were independently fed. It should be noted that the daily reported
concentration is the average of 5 consecutive injections. The observed differences among
these injections were significantly less than that observed day to day. Complete uptake of
nitrates in BTF ‘A’ prompted an extension to Phase V. The nitrate concentration of the
influent solution was increased from 495 mg/L to 741 mg/L for an additional two weeks.
This is conducted to ensure that the removal of acetaldehyde would not be limited by
nitrate availability. This same amount of additional nitrate was supplied through phase
VI.
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Figure 3.2 shows the removal efficiency of each BTF as a function of EBRT and influent
concentration. These contour plots are based on the data points in supplemental Table B3.
In Figure 3.2a, percent removal increases with increasing EBRT and decreasing influent
concentration. Figure 3.2b shows that at elevated temperature removal is not a function of
EBRT at high influent concentrations Removal of over 90% was achieved only at
influent concentrations of approximately 50 ppmv and below.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2: Removal Efficiency as a function of EBRT and influent concentration (a)
for BTF ‘A’ (21°C) and (b) for BTF ‘B’ (60°C).
Figure 3.3 shows the loading rate versus the elimination capacity for both BTFs. For BTF
‘A’, the elimination capacity increased proportionally to the loading rate up to 36 g m-3
hr-1. High elimination capacity was still observed at higher loading rates. A maximum
elimination capacity could not be established. The highest reported EC of 82.86 g m-3 hr1

. is three times greater than that reported by other authors who studied acetaldehyde

(Chen et al., 2010).
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Figure 3.3: Elimination capacity versus loading rate curves for each BTF. The solid
data point connected to the curve for BTF ‘B’ refers to results obtained after re-seeding
BTF ‘B’ with a slurry prepared from cooking compost.

BTF ‘B’ performed more poorly than BTF ‘A’ at higher concentrations. The maximum
elimination capacity was obtained at a loading rate of 36 g m-3 hr-1. at a value of 28.9 g
m-3 hr-1. Additionally, the elimination capacity for BTF ‘B’ is seen to decline suggesting
biomass loss. The point labelled ‘compost’ refers to results described in section 3.3.3, in
which BTF B was reseeded with microorganisms from a compost slurry in attempts to
improve its performance. Acetaldehyde has never been studied in a thermophilic BTF;
however other compounds have been degraded at temperatures ranging from 50-60 °C
with a high removal rate. MTBE was degraded with a maximum reported EC of 640 g m3

hr-1. (Moussavi et al., 2009). Isobutyraldehyde and 2-pentanone were individually

degraded with ECs of 139 and 63 g m-3 hr-1., respectively (Luvsanjamba et al., 2007).
Toluene was successfully degraded in a GAC packed BTF with an EC of 150 g m-3 hr-1.
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(Wang et al., 2012). Finally, ethanol and trimethylamine were each individually degraded
with ECs of 140 g m-3 hr-1. (Cox et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2015). In comparison, the EC
reached by BTF ‘B’ is modest and higher removal may have been possible using a
gentler heating apparatus. More on this will be discussed in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Performance of BTF ‘A’
Figure 3.4 shows the target influent concentrations, effluent concentrations, and removal
efficiency of acetaldehyde throughout the entire study. As seen in the figure, complete
removal of acetaldehyde was achieved through phase IV. In phase V, approximately 90%
removal was achieved. The removal efficiency was changing erratically in phase VI due
to variability in the loading conditions however the removal dropped below 50% only

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Influent concentration, effluent concentration and removal efficiency for
the duration of the study. Plot (a) is for BTF ‘A’ at 20°C and plot (b) is for BTF ‘B’ at
60°C. Vertical dotted lines indicate a transition between concentration phases.
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once and below 60% on only three days.

Detailed VSS, pH and COD measurements are presented in supplemental Table B2. The
measured pH of the nutrient solution in the holding tank was on average 8.53±0.44. The
average change in pH between the influent and effluent was 0.83±0.27, 0.36±0.31 and
0.26±0.37 for Phases IV, V, and VI, respectively. It is expected that the pH will increase
due to aerobic degradation of acetaldehyde. At higher concentration other acidic
byproducts were formed. Their concentration was increased with elevated influent
acetaldehyde concentration decreasing the pH of the effluent liquid. Regardless, at no
point did the bed acidify as observed in a previous study (Chen et al., 2010).

VSS of the liquid effluent increased with increasing loading rates, however VSS spiked
considerably in phase VI. The maximum VSS measured in Phases III, IV, and V were
21.0, 24.7, and 27.3 mg/L respectively while in Phase VI the maximum VSS was 86.4
mg/L. The increase in VSS during phase VI suggests biomass growth greater than the
media holding capacity. Effluent COD in mg/L averaged 77.9±33.2, 915.8±87.0 and
1960±1387 during Phases IV, V, and VI, respectively. This is again attributable to loss of
biomass but also to increased byproduct concentrations. The composition of the effluent
COD will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.2 Performance of BTF ‘B’
The heated BTF achieved 96% removal in Phase I, however through the later phases,
removal steadily declined reaching 85%, 58%, 61% in phases II, III, and IV, respectively.
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In phases V and VI, the removal decreased significantly reaching only 19% and 9.3%,
respectively. The most probable explanation for this poor performance is the lack of
nutrient liquid and sufficient thermophilic organisms in BTF ‘B’, as discussed in Section
3.3.3. Exposure to these conditions over time led to biofilm deterioration. Visual
inspection strongly indicated that BTF ‘B’ contained significantly less biomass than BTF
‘A’. Furthermore, while the biomass in BTF ‘A’ was observed to both grow thicker and
to move downward through the media as the concentration of acetaldehyde was
increased, no such changes were noticeable in BTF ‘B’.

The poor performance is attributed to other factors as well. First, the solubility of
acetaldehyde decreases by approximately a factor of ten as temperature increases from 20
°C to 60 °C resulting in low availability of acetaldehyde for biodegradation in the liquid
phase. At an air flowrate of 8 L/min and a saturated water vapor pressure of 19.92 kPa at
60 °C, the amount of vaporized water is equal to 1.5 L/day of liquid equivalent. This is a
comparable amount to the volume of water fed and suggests that BTF ‘B’ may have had
little liquid water available. It is also possible that the temperature in the interior of BTF
‘B’ may have been greater than that measured on its outer wall. Temperature control was
performed using a thermocouple placed in the fifth sampling port. This thermocouple
measured the temperature just at the edge and did not extend into the interior of the
media. The temperature of the column was measured manually using an infrared
thermometer gun and the temperature set point was adjusted until the apparent
temperature reading was 60 °C. Furthermore, the thermostat exhibited significant lag
time and occasional overshoot. During overshoot, the infrared thermometer would read
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temperatures up to 100°C. These periods of extreme temperature prevented biofilm from
forming.

Other phenomena were also observed as a result of the heating of BTF ‘B’. Due to
evaporation of the nutrient solution supplied to BTF ‘B’, accumulation of salts was
observed. This accumulation resulted in periodic ‘flushing events’ whereby during a dip
in temperature, deposited salts would be flushed in the effluent liquid by a sudden
increase in liquid flow rate. The effluent during these events appeared dark in color due
to concentrated ferric ion. The effluent from one of these events registered a total fixed
solids concentration of 6,200 mg/L. The pH of the effluent during one of these events
was 10.2, an increase of 2.6 log units from the influent solution on that day.

The average change in pH between the effluent and the influent solution was 0.11±0.77, 0.64±1.23, and 0.66±1.69 during Phases IV, V, and VI, respectively. These results show
that within the same phase, pH changed erratically. This behavior could be explained by
the frequent observed flushes. VSS for BTF ‘B’ increased on average from 34.1 mg/L in
Phase III to 39.5 mg/L in Phase IV. In Phases V and VI, the VSS decreased to 21.3 and
12.8 mg/L respectively. Although VSS decreased as loading rate increased, COD
exhibited the opposite trend. Average COD for Phases III through VI were 171, 144, 242,
and 375 mg/L respectively. As with BTF ‘A’, this trend suggests an increase in soluble
byproducts. At lower concentrations, BTF ‘B’ generated larger concentrations of COD
than BTF ‘A’ suggesting that increased temperature results in incomplete degradation of
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acetaldehyde. In Phases V and VI, there was not enough biomass to support the
biodegradation in BTF ‘B’ resulting in lower COD concentrations than in BTF ‘A’.

3.3.3 Improving the Performance of BTF ‘B’
Several attempts were made to remedy the deficiency in removal of BTF ‘B’ at 600 ppmv
influent. Since the BTF was losing influent nutrient liquid in the form of vapor, the liquid
flowrate was increased from 1.2 to 2.7 L/day. After deducting 1.5 L/day for evaporation,
the remaining 1.2 L/day is comparable to BTF ‘A’. Collected effluent volume increased
from 0.87±0.34 to 2.7±0.22 L/day. The increase in water volume did not result in the
expected increase in removal efficiency.

Since BTF ‘B’ had lost most of its biomass, a new inoculant was needed. Initially, the
column was seeded with anaerobic sludge kept at 35 °C. The availability of additional
thermophilic bacteria consortium could enhance the performance. Therefore, compost
from a cooking pile at 120 °F was used to reseed the column. The compost was
suspended in water and acetaldehyde fumes were bubbled through the slurry for one
week while heated to a temperature of 40 °C. Finally, the slurry was strained and used to
submerge the media for six hours. After an additional two weeks of operation, an average
elimination capacity of 29 g m-3 h-1 was observed with an average removal efficiency of
21.3%. This result is noted in Figure 3.3 and marks a reasonable improvement from the
previously recorded elimination capacity for phase VI. Furthermore, it appears to
progress logically from the data points corresponding to phases I – IV and may reflect a
return to biofilter operation which is not limited by biodegradation.
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3.3.4 Identification of Byproducts

As acetaldehyde is consumed and converted into CO2 and biomass, soluble byproducts
can be formed. In the event of incomplete acetaldehyde degradation, these byproducts
may be expelled from the bed with the liquid effluent. Expected degradation byproducts
are acetate, formate, ethanol, methanol and formaldehyde. To identify byproducts, Ion
Chromatography was used to analyze liquid effluent samples beginning in phase V.
Acetate was identified as a major byproduct; however, it was still a fraction of the total
COD. Formate was also identified, however no formate was detected in BTF ‘A’ and
only trace amounts were detected in BTF ‘B’. For BTF ‘A’, 140 mg/L of acetate was
detected during phase V and up to 625 mg/L was detected during phase VI. For BTF ‘B’,
up to 227 mg/L of acetate were detected during phase V and up to 401 mg/L were
detected during phase VI. A maximum of 0.8 mg/L of formate was detected throughout
all phases.

Liquid samples were also collected from each sampling port of BTF ‘A’ during phase VI
to identify depth-wise trends in byproduct formation, however neither acetate nor formate
were detected in these samples. Liquid samples could not be collected from BTF ‘B’,
even during the period of increased water supply. The creation of ethanol, methanol, and
formaldehyde as volatile byproducts was investigated using a DB wax column in the
GC/MS, nevertheless, none were detected.
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3.3.5 Carbon Mass Balance

Figure 3.5 shows the carbon mass balance for each BTF. The only source of input carbon
considered in this figure is the feed of acetaldehyde in the gaseous phase. Inorganic
carbon, such as the carbonate found in the nutrient solution is not considered.
Background CO2 found in the house air is considered but is subtracted from effluent CO2
and so is not depicted in the figure. Sources of effluent carbon in the gas phase include
undegraded acetaldehyde and CO2 produced by metabolic processes. COD is the only
source of effluent carbon in the liquid phase. COD composition includes microorganisms,
soluble byproducts, and dissolved acetaldehyde. To convert the COD of the effluent
liquid to a mass of carbon all COD was assumed to have the chemical identity of acetate,
since this was the major byproduct identified. For BTF ‘A’, acetate composed 20% of
effluent COD for phase V and 42% for phase VI. The COD contribution from dissolved
acetaldehyde is not expected to be significant because the liquid collection containers are
open to the atmosphere, allowing this acetaldehyde to volatilize. The remaining COD
contribution is expected to result from microorganisms. Effluent water in the unheated
BTF was visibly cloudy throughout the highest two concentration phases, suggesting that
some loss of biomass was indeed occurring. The relative amounts of influent carbon
transformed to CO2 and to biomass are also of interest. For BTF ‘A’, between 48% and
59% of influent carbon was transformed to CO2 except for Phase III, during which 89%
of carbon was transformed. For BTF ‘B’, acetate accounted for almost all the effluent
COD in both phases V and VI. The mass balance shows that undegraded acetaldehyde
accounted for the majority of effluent carbon and that CO2 production and COD
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: Carbon mass balance for (a) 20 °C (BTF ‘A’) and (b) 60 °C (BTF ‘B’). The
line plot shows the amount of influent carbon to each BTF and the stacked bar graph
shows the composition of carbon in effluent sources.

generation did not increase with loading rate. The consistent CO2 and COD values over
the operating period suggest that a maximum elimination capacity was reached, and that
increased loading rate does not result in increased biodegradation.

3.3.6 Modelling

Two mathematical models were developed to describe the variations in acetaldehyde
concentration throughout the bed depth. The fist model (Model 1) operates on the
assumption that as acetaldehyde is degraded in the liquid, it is instantaneously
repartitioned to achieve vapor liquid equilibrium (VLE). This model will be considered
first. The assumptions relevant to its development are shown below. Additionally,
definitions are provided in Table 4 for all parameters used in both models.
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1. The system attains instantaneous VLE
2. No radial variation in parameters is expected
3. Flow of water through the bed is continuous and uniform
4. Degradation reactions occur by a first order rate law
5. The ideal gas law applies to all gaseous species
6. Variation in biofilm density does not affect the void ratio or rate constant

Symbol
A
a
α
C
H
k
KG
KL
KGa
KLa
n
φ
t
QG
QL
Vig
vL
y
z

Table 3.3: Definition of terms in model equations
Units Definition
m2 cross sectional area of BTF
m specific phase interfacial area
1/m lumped exponential coefficient used in Model 1
mol/m3 mole concentration of contaminant in liquid phase
mol/m3 Henry’s Law Constant
1/s first order rate constant
m/s gas mass transfer coefficient
m/s liquid mass transfer coefficient
1/s overall gas mass transfer coefficient
1/s overall liquid mass transfer coefficient
mol/s total molar flow rate
- bed void ratio
s time
m3/s volumetric flow rate of gas
m3/s volumetric flow rate of liquid
mol/m3 specific volume of an ideal gas
m/s liquid volumetric flux through BTF bed (= QL/(Aφ))
m mole fraction of contaminant in gas phase
m bed depth coordinate

To understand the development of Model 1, consider that VLE for a highly volatile
species is described by Henry’s law
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(1)

𝐶𝐶 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

where C is the liquid phase concentration, H is the Henry’s law constant, and y is the gas
phase mole fraction.

The total moles of a volatile species at an arbitrary location in the BTF is the sum of the
moles in the liquid and gaseous phases. Substitution of Henry’s law into this mole
balance yields an expression relating the gas phase mole fraction of acetaldehyde to the
total moles of acetaldehyde in both phases.
𝑦𝑦 =

𝑛𝑛

𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺
+ 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿 𝐻𝐻
𝑉𝑉�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(2)

Here, n is the total moles of acetaldehyde, QG is the volumetric gas flow rate, QL is the
volumetric liquid flow rate and Vig is the specific volume of an ideal gas. A mole balance
over a differential volume of BTF in the liquid phase shows that the total moles of
acetaldehyde varies according to
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = −𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑣𝑣𝐿𝐿

(3)

where k is a first order degradation rate constant, n is the total moles of acetaldehyde, and
z is the spatial coordinate corresponding to bed depth. Combining Eq. 2 with Eq. 3 and
integrating results in
𝑛𝑛 = 𝑛𝑛0 𝑒𝑒 −𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

where alpha is a lumped parameter equal to

(4)
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𝛼𝛼 =

𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑉𝑉�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑣𝑣𝐿𝐿 �𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺 + 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿 𝐻𝐻𝑉𝑉�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �

.

(5)

One additional substitution of Eq. 2 provides an expression for the variation of gas phase
mole fraction with depth.

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑦𝑦0 𝑒𝑒 −𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

(6)

Concentration profiles of acetaldehyde were collected at all phases and are shown in
Appendix B. The profiles were used to generate apparent exponential decay in
accordance with Eqs. (5) and (6) fitting for ‘k’ using least square methods. The values
obtained for each phase are shown in Table 3.4. Note in this table that the quantities KLa
and KGa are lumped parameters fitted using Model 2, to be developed shortly.

Phase
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Table 3.4: Best fit rate constants and overall mass transfer
coefficients for BTF ‘A’
Concentration
k
KLa
-1
(ppmv)
(s )
(s-1)
20
0.01058
0.478
40
0.00152
0.321
100
0.00101
0.367
200
0.00124
0.230
400
0.00055
0.424
600
0.00037
0.343

KGa
(s-1)
62.6
41.6
47.3
29.8
54.7
44.5

Using the best fit values of the rate constants, equation (6) was plotted alongside the
measured acetaldehyde concentration profiles. These plots are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the fitted curves for Models 1 and 2 to measured gas phase
acetaldehyde concentration profiles.
Model 1 makes use of the assumption that biodegradation is kinetically limited. To
evaluate the validity of this assumption, a second model (Model 2) was developed. Model
2 does not assume instantaneous equilibrium and instead considers the rate of mass
transfer between gas and liquid phases. In developing this model, two resistance film
theory was used to describe the mass transfer. The governing equations for Model 2 can
be found by considering a mass balance written around a differential volume of bed
volume with cross sectional area ‘A’ and height ‘dz’. In simplified form, these equations
are:

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐴𝐴
=�
� 𝑦𝑦 − (𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑘𝑘)𝐶𝐶
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿
𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
= −�
� 𝑦𝑦 + �
� 𝐶𝐶
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺
𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺 𝐻𝐻

(7)
(8)
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with initial conditions given by:
C(0) = 0
y(0) = y0
In equations (7) and (8), ai is the specific interfacial area, and KL and KG are overall mass
transfer coefficients as defined in two film resistance theory. The analytical solution to
these equations is:
𝑦𝑦(𝑧𝑧) =

𝐴𝐴(𝐶𝐶1 +𝐶𝐶2 )
𝐴𝐴(𝐶𝐶2 −𝐶𝐶1 )
𝑦𝑦0
𝑧𝑧
−
𝑧𝑧
𝐶𝐶3
�(𝐶𝐶2 + 𝐶𝐶4 + 𝐶𝐶5 − 𝐶𝐶6 )𝑒𝑒 𝐶𝐶3
+ (𝐶𝐶2 − 𝐶𝐶4 − 𝐶𝐶5 + 𝐶𝐶6 )𝑒𝑒
� (9)
2𝐶𝐶2

𝐶𝐶(𝑧𝑧) =

𝐴𝐴(𝐶𝐶1 +𝐶𝐶2 )
𝑦𝑦0 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶5 𝐴𝐴(𝐶𝐶2𝐶𝐶−𝐶𝐶1)𝑧𝑧
−
𝑧𝑧
𝐶𝐶3
3
�𝑒𝑒
− 𝑒𝑒
�
𝐶𝐶2

(10)

In equations (9) and (10), the constants C1 through C6 are lumped parameters used for
convenience. They are defined as:

𝐶𝐶1 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺 + 𝐻𝐻𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿 𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺 + 𝐻𝐻𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝐶2 = �𝐶𝐶1 2 − 4𝐻𝐻 2 𝑘𝑘𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿

𝐶𝐶3 = 2𝐻𝐻𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺 𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿
𝐶𝐶4 = 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺

𝐶𝐶5 = 𝐻𝐻𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿 𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄𝐺𝐺

𝐶𝐶6 = 𝐻𝐻𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 𝑎𝑎𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿

In this model, KL, KG, a and k are unknown. Since KL and KG always appear multiplied
with an ‘a’ and since the individual value of these parameters is of little practical
importance, they are often lumped together as the quantities KLa and KGa. Using the
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value of ‘k’ obtained from the analysis of Model 1, the value of these lumped parameters
was determined by a two-dimensional least squares regression. Considering that the value
of KGa is two orders of magnitude larger than the that of KLa, it can be concluded that the
mass transfer rate is controlled by the resistance in the liquid film.

For all phases, the concentration profile curves generated by the two models are
indistinguishable. A possible interpretation of this detail is that the ‘fast to equilibrium’
assumption used by Model 1 is valid. If this assumption was not valid then the results
obtained using Model 2, in which this assumption was abandoned, should be noticeably
dissimilar. The validity of the ‘fast to equilibrium’ assumption implies that acetaldehyde
degradation is kinetic limited – not transport limited.
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3.4 Conclusions

This study examined the effect of air stream temperature on the biodegradation ability of
BTFs to successfully destroy acetaldehyde. Utilization of BTF as the main air emission
control device in place of scrubbers and RTOs is feasible for both fermentation tank and
DDGS dryers’ emission streams. Results from the 60 °C column suggest that treatment of
air at elevated temperature is not as effective as at room temperature however it could
still be used at ethanol production plants for dryer’s emissions. The BTF prevents
acidification previously witnessed in other biofilter studies. The BTF has shown that it
could accommodate spikes in concentrations at least one order of magnitude larger than
the typical expected concentration. At room temperature, a removal efficiency of 100%
was achieved in target operating conditions of ethanol plants compared to 85% at 60 °C.
Replacing scrubbers and RTOs by BTFs will result in large cost and energy savings.
Moreover, the capital cost required to transform an existing scrubber to a BTF is
minimal.

At elevated temperatures, seeding with cultivated thermophilic bacteria will be necessary
and care must be taken to ensure adequate water supply. Microbial cultures extracted
from cooking compost piles have proven superior performance and resilience against
harsh operating conditions. To remedy the deficiency in performance at elevated
temperature, air streams from fermenters and DDGS driers may be mixed together. This
will decrease the resulting temperature and will supply the required oxygen for the
fermenter stream.
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CHAPTER 4 : BIOFILTRATION OF FORMALDEHYDE

4.1 Depolymerization of Formaldehyde
This chapter will include methodology that was developed for an experiment
investigating the biodegradation of formaldehyde. In general, the methods, apparatus, and
planned schedule for this experiment are very similar to those presented in chapter 3.
Data is not yet available for this experiment, however the development of much of the
methodology has been difficult and warrants consideration.

The study of formaldehyde presents several challenges that were not encountered with
acetaldehyde in Chapter 3. At room temperature, formaldehyde exists as a gas, and
commercial formaldehyde is available only as formalin – a 37% aqueous formaldehyde
solution. While acetaldehyde is chemically stable, formaldehyde readily polymerizes to
form paraformaldehyde. In fact, formalin typically contains 10-15% methanol as a
stabilizing agent, meant to slow the polymerization reaction. Regardless, formalin
contains very little monomeric formaldehyde. Paraformaldehyde between 2 and 8
monomer units in length is soluble in water. Longer chain paraformaldehyde of up to 100
monomer units is insoluble and exists as a white waxy powder (Kiernan, 2000). In order
to produce formaldehyde vapors using formalin, the paraformaldehyde must therefore be
first successfully depolymerized.

Little information is available in literature regarding the depolymerization of
paraformaldehyde. Previous studies which investigated formaldehyde biodegradation
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(Chen et al., 2010; Prado et al., 2004; Rezaei et al., 2015; Talaiekhozani et al., 2016; Teh
and Mahmood, 2013) stated that their formaldehyde vapors were produced from
formalin, however none acknowledged the need to depolymerize the formalin nor
presented methodology for how to do so.

Since formaldehyde is most commonly used as a biological fixative, most information
available in literature regarding depolymerization techniques exists in this context. No
information was found in the literature in which formalin was depolymerized with the
specific purpose of generating vapors. A 1957 article published in the Journal of the
American Society of Sugar Beet Technologists (now the Journal of Sugar Beet Research)
presents several depolymerization techniques before deciding on a preferred approach
(Hallbeck, 1957). From the article:

“One hundred and fifty pounds of paraformaldehyde are mixed with about 160 to
165 gallons of water with sodium hydroxide added to bring the pH to 10.5. The
mixture is heated by steam injection to 40 °C and agitated. Nearly complete
dissolution is reached in about 30 minutes. The solution thus prepared will be
approximately 10 percent formaldehyde.” - page 315.

An article published in Microscopy Today (Kiernan, 2000) states that hydrolysis of
formaldehyde polymers is catalyzed by hydroxide ions and that hydrolysis of short chain
polymers happens quickly in formalin diluted with a buffer solution at physiological pH.
Treatment of long chain polymers requires heating as an additional incentive. Kiernan
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concludes that “…the regular practice for at least 35 years has been simply to heat the
paraformaldehyde to 60 °C in water containing the salts used to buffer the solution to pH
7.2 to 7.6” (Kiernan, 2000).

Since the article by Kiernan was more recent, its procedure was chosen. An additional
factor in this decision was the occurrence of the Cannizzaro reaction. Two molecules of
formaldehyde may react together in the presence of base, one being reduced to methanol
and the other being oxidized to formic acid. Since this reaction is first order in hydroxide,
a lower pH was desirable.

4.2 Experimental Apparatus

A portion of the experimental apparatus used to generate the formaldehyde fumes is
shown in Figure 4.1. This apparatus is identical to that shown in Figure 3.1 with respect
to the BTF columns, gas sampling arrangement, and instrumentation; the only difference
is in the preparation of the formaldehyde laden air. Therefore, only this unique portion is
shown below. The air filters, mass flow controllers, and syringe pump are of the same
variety as described in Section 3.2.1.

Formaldehyde vapors are created by bubbling air through a solution of formalin
maintained at the conditions described in section 4.1 by Kiernan. The solution is held in a
two-liter Erlenmeyer flask kept airtight with a three holed rubber stopper. Air is delivered
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Figure 4.1: Experimental apparatus used to generate gaseous formaldehyde
and withdrawn from the flask through two of the holes. The third hole is used to deliver a
makeup solution of formalin so that a constant aqueous formaldehyde concentration is
maintained. A syringe pump is used to control the rate at which the makeup solution is
delivered. The flask is submerged in a water bath maintained at 60 °C and the solution
contained within is buffered at pH 7.2 with a phosphate buffer and sodium hydroxide.
The formalin solution contained in the syringes is also buffered at pH 7.2.

It would have been preferable to install a single mass flow controller between the flask
and one of the BTFs to ensure that each BTF received the same air flow. Unfortunately,
water condensation interfered with the performance of the pressure sensor, making this
impossible. Since the biofilm density of BTF ‘A’ (the unheated column) was greater than
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that of BTF ‘B’ (the heated column) it received less gas flow due to greater head loss. To
equalize flow between the beds, a manual valve located in line with the bottom-most
sampling port of BTF ‘B’ was partially closed to increase the head loss of the exiting gas.

The only design variable needed to create a desired formaldehyde concentration is the
flow rate of the syringe pump controlling the infusion of makeup formalin. To calculate
this flow rate, fortunately only a mass balance is needed – not equilibrium calculations.
At steady state, it is possible to assume that the rate of formalin entering the bubbling
flask is the same as the rate of gaseous formaldehyde exiting. This mass balance is
expressed by equation (11):
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝜌𝜌 𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓
=
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

where Qsyr is the syringe pump volumetric flow rate, Cvf is the volume fraction of

(11)

formaldehyde in the formalin solution, ρ is the density of formaldehyde, MW is the
molecular weight of formaldehyde, Qair is the flow rate of air through the formalin
solution, yf is the desired volume fraction of formaldehyde in the air and Vsp is the
specific volume of the air stream. Solving equation (11) for Qsyr allows one to determine
the syringe pump flow rate in terms of known physical properties and design choices.
𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

𝑄𝑄𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑦𝑦𝑓𝑓 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝜌𝜌

(12)

Note that the volume fraction of formaldehyde in formalin is 42%. This will be the value
of Cvf used. If one chooses to dilute the formalin solution, Cvf will equal 42% times the
appropriate dilution factor.
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CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary of Findings

The control of VOC-rich air emissions from ethanol plants is energy intensive and a
process burden. Plants would benefit by substituting air scrubbers and thermal oxidizers
with biotrickling filters. This process change would reduce over one million SCF/yr. of
natural gas utility and would eliminate over 10-15% of process water throughput.
Biotrickling filters are a suitable technology to control emissions from fermenters and
DDGS driers.

Acetaldehyde, a major component of fermenter and drier emissions, was investigated in
BTFs operated under mesophilic (20 °C) and thermophilic (60 °C) conditions. The
mesophilic BTF displayed excellent performance. For the concentration range typical of
ethanol plant emissions (< 40 ppmv), complete removal of acetaldehyde was observed in
less than 20 seconds EBRT. At 600 ppmv, an elimination capacity of 82 g m-3 hr-1. was
established. While a maximum elimination capacity was not attained in this work, the
trend displayed in Figure 3.3 suggests that this value is approximately 90 g m-3 hr-1.

The thermophilic BTF also displayed complete removal of acetaldehyde for
concentrations typical of plant emissions, however under high loading it’s performance
deteriorated. A maximum elimination capacity of 20.26 g m-3 hr-1. was established at 200
ppmv. At 400 ppmv, the EC decreased to 17.6 g m-3 hr-1., however at 600 ppmv, removal
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dropped to under 10% efficiency. The eventual deterioration of the thermophilic BTF is
attributed to prolonged exposure to harsh operating conditions including low moisture,
high salt concentrations, and extreme temperature swings. Re-seeding this bed with a
slurry of cooking compost resulted an increase in elimination capacity from 2.5 to 28.9 g
m-3 hr-1. at 600 ppmv.

Acetic acid was identified as a major soluble byproduct, contributing to a marginal
decrease in pH in the effluent trickling liquid of the mesophilic BTF. Despite this, the pH
was never observed to be less than 7.0, indicating that buffering of the trickling liquid
successfully prevented bed acidification as seen in previous work (Chen et al., 2010).

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

As a plan for future work, additional single pollutant studies should be conducted. While
acetaldehyde is a concerning pollutant, formaldehyde and acrolein are also present in
appreciable amounts. This will help establish maximum elimination capacities.
Understanding how they are degraded in a thermophilic, pH controlled biotrickling filter
will help the acceptance of this work by the ethanol industry.

After individual HAPs have been studied, mixtures of HAPs should be investigated.
Biodegradation of individual HAPs may be positively or negatively affected by the
composition of the mixture. Sampling and analysis of plant emissions will help identify
appropriate compositions to test. Finally, the biodegradation of actual air emissions
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should be studied. These emissions can be collected from an ethanol plant upstream of
control devices and transported back to the lab for biofiltration and analysis. During a
phase of this objective, plant wastewater should also be collected and used as trickling
liquid. Consequently, characterization of available waste water streams and selection of
an appropriate stream is an important task ahead. The temperature, solids content, pH,
alkalinity, and flow rate will need to be considered. Thin stillage may be a good
candidate since it contains the dissolved salts used to sustain the fermentation bacteria,
however it could require dilution, pH adjustment, or additional solids separation.

For all recommended future work, samples of biomass should be collected and analysis
of their microbial consortium by PCR and 16S rRNA should be conducted to identify the
major species. Samples should be collected from at least three different locations along
the bed depth. Samples have already been collected for the work described in Chapter 3
and are stored in deep freeze. These samples will be included. The main objective of this
analysis should be to identify differences in the microbial consortium between the
mesophilic and thermophilic biomass, A specific objective should be to determine
whether selectivity for fungal growth may have been partially responsible for the poor
performance in the thermophilic BTF. If funds allow, another interesting comparison may
be between the attached and flushed biomass. Flushed biomass can be obtained by
filtration of the effluent liquid using a surface filter. Filtration of an adequately large
volume of effluent liquid will yield enough biomass to scrape from the filter surface.
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APPENDIX A: OPERATING PROCEDURES

A1 Seeding of BTF Beds

The BTF beds were seeded using two different inoculants: anaerobic sludge and a slurry
prepared from cooking compost. To seed using anaerobic sludge:
1. Estimate the void volume of the bed
2. Collect the estimated volume of sludge. Dissolve two grams of glucose per liter in
the sludge.
3. Close the liquid drain of the BTF column. Remove all gas sampling tubes and
replace the annular septa on the sampling ports with solid septa.
4. Pour the sludge over the BTF bed until all the media is submerged. Check the
sludge level in the bed over the next few hours – it will decline as bubbles escape
the bed. Add additional sludge as needed.
5. Leave the media submerged overnight.
6. Drain the sludge from the bed. Draining through the lowest gas sampling port will
prevent accumulation of solids on the permeable media support plate and will
minimize clogging.

To seed using a cooking compost slurry:
1. Estimate the void volume of the bed and collect that quantity of deionized water.
2. Compute half the volume of water collected and collect this amount of cooking
compost.
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3. Mix the cooking compost into the water and add two grams of glucose per liter of
the final volume.
4. Pour the slurry through a mesh sieve to remove large debris and over the BTF bed
until the media is submerged. Check the liquid level over the next few hours – it
will decline as bubbles escape the media. Add additional slurry as needed.
5. Leave the media submerged overnight.
6. Drain the slurry from the bed. Draining through the lowest gas sampling port will
prevent accumulation of solids on the permeable media support plate and will
minimize clogging.
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A2 Preparation of Water Trap

A water trap was used in the sample line following the multidirectional valve (see Figure
3.1) to prevent excess moisture from entering the GC column. Over the course of the
experiment, two different kinds of water trap were used. The first kind, (Figure A1a) used
during Phases I through IV, consisted of a small glass column packed with anhydrous
sodium sulfate. The influent and effluent ports on the glass column were GL14 and
connected to ¼’’ stainless steel tubing. A piece of cotton ball was placed in each port to
prevent granules of sodium sulfate from escaping the column.

During Phase V, the glass column broke and a replacement water trap was prepared
(Figure A1b). This trap consisted of a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask equipped with a rubber
stopper with two holes. The sample gas enters the longer tube to the bottom of the flask
and exits through the short tube near the top of the flask, trapping water droplets.

(a)
(b)
Figure A1: Schematic of water trap designs used to keep moisture out of the GC
column
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A3 Preparation of Nutrient/Buffer Solution

Concentrated stock solutions were prepared containing all necessary nutrients for microorganism growth and stored in four-liter amber glass bottles. The composition of these
stock solutions is shown in Table B1 in Appendix B. To prepare the nutrient solution, the
stock solutions were diluted appropriately. The dilution factors for the stock, ferric
chloride, spike, buffer, and vitamin solutions are respectively 2,257, 6,250, 100, 87.7, and
8,772. The nutrient solution was prepared in five-gallon batches, each batch lasting for
approximately one week.
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A4 Preparation of Acetaldehyde Solutions

As described in the Chapter 3.2.1, a syringe pump was used to control the infusion of an
acetaldehyde solution into an air stream to create a desired concentration of acetaldehyde
fumes. This procedure describes the preparation of the solution used to fill the syringes.
The syringes could not be filled with pure acetaldehyde. Due to its low boiling point, the
vapor pressure of pure acetaldehyde inside the syringes expelled liquid at an uncontrolled
rate. Instead an aqueous solution of acetaldehyde was used.

For phases I and II, a 10% (by volume) aqueous acetaldehyde solution was used, however
for the larger concentration phases, a 30% (by volume) solution was prepared. To ensure
the solution maintained an acceptably high boiling point, solutions more concentrated
than 30% were not used. A one-liter batch size was used in all cases. Care must be taken
while preparing these solutions. The heat of mixing between acetaldehyde and water
causes acetaldehyde to boil at the mixing interface, therefore always mix acetaldehyde
into water – never water into acetaldehyde – and always prepare the solutions in a fume
hood. Additionally, wear butyl rubber gloves with a minimum thickness of 7 mm when
handling pure acetaldehyde as it is able to penetrate standard nitrile gloves.

The operating procedure for the preparation of 30% (by volume) acetaldehyde solution is:
1. Fill a one-liter volumetric flask with 600 mL of deionized water. If time allows,
refrigerate this water before preparing the solution. Doing so will minimize the
amount of acetaldehyde vapor produced during mixing.
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2. Measure 300 mL of reagent grade >99% pure acetaldehyde.
3. Slowly pour the acetaldehyde into the volumetric flask. Acetaldehyde is difficult
to pour and tends to run down the outside of its container. Use a funnel to
minimize spillage. Do not hold the outside of the funnel flush with the mouth of
the volumetric flask – this will trap acetaldehyde vapors in the headspace of the
flask. If the vapor pressure becomes great enough, the vapors can erupt
dangerously through the liquid acetaldehyde in the funnel.
4. Fill the volumetric flask to the line with deionized water. Stopper the flask and
refrigerate it until the solution is cool. Transfer to a bottle with an airtight cap for
storage.
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A5 Gas Sampling from BTF Column Ports

As described in Chapter 3.2.1 (and with reference to Figure 3.1), air samples could be
collected from six positions along either BTF column. The sample location was selected
manually based on the position of a multi-positional valve and the sample stream was
delivered in continuous flow to the rear inlet of the GC/MS and through the sample
injection valve. The gas sampling and measurement procedure described below.
1. Using the controller for the multi-positional valve, select the desired sampling
location.
2. Using a small beaker of water, check that air is flowing through the sample loop
of the GC. To do so, submerge the outlet of the sample line in the water and check
for bubbles.
3. If there is airflow through the sample line, wait for 5 minutes to allow the lines
connecting the BTF column with the GC sample loop to be purged of old air and
fill with sample.
4. Begin a sequence run on the GC. For this study, 5 to 6 replicates were analyzed
for each sampling location.
5. Using the controller for the multi-positional valve, select the next sampling
location and repeat steps 2-4.
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APPENDIX B: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Figure B1: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘A’ through Phase I. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.

Figure B2: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘A’ through Phase II. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.
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Figure B3: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘A’ through Phase III. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.

Figure B4: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘A’ through Phase IV. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.

Figure B5: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘A’ through Phase V. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.
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Figure B6: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘A’ through Phase VI. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.

Figure B7: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘B’ through Phase I. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.

Figure B8: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘B’ through Phase II. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.
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Figure B9: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘B’ through Phase III. The
legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.

Figure B10: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘B’ through Phase IV.
The legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.

Figure B11: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘B’ through Phase V.
The legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.
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Figure B12: Acetaldehyde concentration profile data for BTF ‘B’ through Phase VI.
The legend indicates the EBRT in seconds.
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Table B1: Composition of Nutrient/Buffer Solution
Formula
Concentration in
Concentration in
Compound
Weight
Stock Solutions
Nutrient Solution
(g/mol)
Stock Salts
(mg/L)
(mg/L)
(NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O
1236
68
0.03
Na2B4O7·10H2O
381
45
0.02
NiCl2·6H2O
238
90
0.04
MnCl2·4H2O
198
158
0.07
CoCl2·6H2O
238
90
0.04
ZnCl2
136
113
0.05
CuCl2·2H2O
170
67
0.03
MgCl2·6H2O
203
8,126
3.60
CaCl2·2H2O
147
2,212
0.98
KHSO4
136
13,589
6.02
Ferric Chloride Stock
FeCl3

162

(g/L)
39.1

(mg/L)
6.25

Spike Solution
NaNO3
NaH2PO4·H2O

85
138

(g/L)
67.9
12.4

(mg/L)
679
124

84

(g/L)
17.7

(mg/L)
202

137
244
1355
477
123
477
206
376
337
206

(mg/L)
10.0
3.95
0.18
3.95
10.0
10.0
20.1
10.0
10.0
10.0

(µg/L)
1.14
0.45
0.02
0.45
1.14
1.14
2.29
1.14
1.14
1.14

Buffer Solution
NaHCO3
Vitamin Solution
p-Aminobenzoic Acid
Biotin
Cyanocobalamin (B12)
Folic Acid
Nicotinic Acid
Pantothenic Acid
Pyriodoxine HCl
Riboflavin
Thiamin HCl
Thioctic Acid
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Phase
III
IV
V
VI

Table B2: Average pH, VSS, and COD of BTF Effluent
pH
VSS (mg/L)
COD (mg/L)
A
B
A
B
A
B
19.9±1.6
34.1±8.2
98
171
9.37±0.02
8.86±0.62
22.5±3.9
39.5±24.0
77.9±33.2
144.3±34.5
9.08±0.15
8.08±1.17
23.3±4.4
21.3±18.7
915.8±87.0
242.3±8.3
8.24±0.51
8.64±1.13
61.6±35.1
12.8±13.4
1960±1387 375.5±419.6

Table B3: Removal efficiency for both BTFs at different phases of operation and varying EBRTs
BTF ‘A’

BTF ‘B’
EBRT (s)

Phase
3
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

13

23

33

36

96.2±4.2
100±0.0
100±0.0
100±0.0
100±0.0
35.2±7.9
96.8±4.6
100±0.0
100±0.0
100±0.0
14.6±11.5
82.4±7.4
99.6±0.9
100±0.0
100±0.0
17.7±12.3
94.2±6.6
96.7±2.8
99.7±0.4
99.8±0.3
10.1±7.8
50.1±26.6 79.2±15.6 89.7±15.8 90.8±13.8
37.4±10.3 59.5±14.3 77.6±14.7 81.2±13.9 83.2±12.5
* Data not available - sampling port used to house thermocouple.

3

13

23

33

36

79.9±27.9
50.4±20.4
42.2±22.4
54.3±29.2
18.6±22.4
7.3±8.7

98.8±3.0
90.5±10.9
66.9±13.8
47.0±19.5
18.9±16.0
4.1±7.0

98.0±8.0
NA*
63.5±16.8
57.6±29.2
23.0±25.6
4.3±5.4

94.5±11.8
89.1±12.0
NA
NA
NA
NA

96.2±10.4
84.9±17.8
58.4±16.8
60.8±29.5
19.4±23.2
9.3±15.2
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APPENDIX C: CALIBRATION CURVES

Acetaldehyde was quantified based on three individual SIM ions as well as the total ion
count. The ions included in the SIM run were 15, 29, 42, and 43. The calibration curves
for each of the ions are shown in Figure C1 and C2. Figure C1 was used to quantify
acetaldehyde concentrations less than 100 ppmv and Figure C2 was used for
concentrations greater than 100 ppmv. To calculate the acetaldehyde concentration for a
given measurement, the responses for each ion were converted to a concentration using
the appropriate curve and then averaged.

Acetaldehyde Concentration (ppmv)

140

y = 1.745E-02x - 5.370E-01
R² = 9.949E-01

120

y = 2.388E-03x - 9.233E-02
R² = 9.940E-01

y = 7.457E-03x - 3.057E-01
R² = 9.942E-01
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y = 1.640E-03x - 1.750E-01
R² = 9.941E-01
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Figure C1: Calibration curves for acetaldehyde concentrations less than 100 ppmv
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Acetaldehyde Response (ppmv)
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Figure C2: Calibration curves for acetaldehyde concentrations greater than 100 ppmv
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APPENDIX D: ASSESSMENT OF THE 1° KINETIC ASSUMPTION

The assumption of first order degradation kinetics is a generous one as implied by the
considerable variability in the fitted value of the rate constant. More accurately,
degradation kinetics are governed by a Monod style model. In fact, the noted decrease in
first order rate constant with increasing acetaldehyde concentration is predicted by such a
relationship. It is possible to evaluate whether this variation in the first order rate constant
is attributable to deviation from the Monod kinetic model. To do so, consider Eq. D1 in
which the Monod model is compared to the assumed first order kinetics used in Model 1.
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋
=
≡ 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑌𝑌(𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆 + 𝐶𝐶)

D1

Here, X refers to the biomass concentration, Y is the synthesis yield coefficient, μm is the
maximal specific bacterial growth rate, and KS is the half maximal velocity constant. By
comparison, the first order rate constant can be expected to vary with acetaldehyde
concentration via Eq. D2
𝑘𝑘 =

𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚 𝑋𝑋
𝑌𝑌(𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆 + 𝐶𝐶)

or in linear form:

1
𝑌𝑌
𝑌𝑌𝐾𝐾𝑆𝑆
=
𝐶𝐶 +
.
𝑘𝑘 𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚 𝑋𝑋
𝜇𝜇𝑚𝑚 𝑋𝑋

D2

The quality of the linear fit found by plotting 1/k versus C determines the likelihood that

the values of the first order rate constant vary in a manner predicted by the Monod model.
This plot is shown in Figure D1. The linear fit is reasonable, with a coefficient of
determination equal to 0.94. The value of the half maximal velocity, determined from the
slope and intercept of the best fit line, is 16.6 mg/L. Additionally, the maximum rate of
substrate utilization, given by μmX/Y is 633 mg/L/hr. Note that the units here refer to
mass of acetaldehyde per liter of trickling liquid per hour.
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Figure D1: Linearization of the relationship between
acetaldehyde concentration and the value of the first order rate
constant via Monod kinetics.

